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Introduction

It was in Aix-en-Provence ±a^75 that Stephan Freiherr von Welek

reported before this Congress on "New Developments of Nuclear

Energy Law at the Third united Nations Conference on the Law

of the Sea".

The subject of my paper is "New Developments of the Law of

the Sea in the Nuclear Field". This formulation will, on the

one hand, give me the liberty to include developments that

have come up, or have been concluded, outside the Third United

Nations Conference on the Law of the Sea (later referred to as

"the Conference11); on the other hand, the above way of

approaching the matter puts me in the fortunate position to

"borrow from some of the introductory rjid fundamental exoositions

of von Welck's . I shall try and show some important new

developments while, at the same timet not neglecting their

dependence uoon basic conceptions and earlier discussed
2) ~

problems. '

Let me say a few explanatory words on the term "law of the sea"

before I come to the main topic of my paper. German usage employs

the word "Seerecht" (meaning, laterally, "sea law") in a

markedly wider sense than English usage would attach to the

notion of "law of the sea". While the latter comprises public

law of the sea and laws and regulations related to navigation,

the German "Seerecht" includes, additionally, legal- fields that

English usage would allocate to "shipping law", such as the

law governing maritime commerce or liability. It is in that

wider sense that I should like to ask you to conceive the

subject of my paper, which, as a matter of course, shall be

confined to cover only developments on an international level.
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A Look on the Third United Nations Conference on the Law of

the Sea and its Implications

The Conference had been commissoned by the united Nations

General Assembly to work out an international convention

governing -in the widest sense- "the use of the sea".

Traditionally, maritime shipping and fishing had been

the main users of the sea. *^ For a few decades now, it

has become feasible to exploit the vast resources of

hydrocarbons in the sea, and as late as just a few years

ago, modern technology has come to find ways and means

of making good use of the immense ore fields on the ocean

floor. Technological progress and its application in

industrial practice have led to the sea being used as

a dumping ground for industrial waste of many kinds.

All those ways of using the sea, and, of course, the one

mentioned in the last place, in particular, have adversely

effected the marine environment, and any regulation in these

fields must take good account of this fact.

It is with varying degrees of intensity that the

Conference dealt with those matters: use of the sea;

exploitation of its living and non-living resources;

prevention of damage to the environment. The texts/have

been worked out so far show that some issues, e.g. deep sea

mining, shall be regulated in very many details whereas

for other items only skeleton regulations are provided, the

details of which shall be set out in specialized conventions.

For this purpose, use may be made of instruments hitherto

existing; or else, technical conventions based on criteria

laid down in the Convention on the Law of the Sea (later

referred to as "the Convention") will have to be concluded.

The same will be true for conventions of a regionally limited

application: these instruments, too, will remain in force

parallel to the world-wide Convention, though possibly adjusted

to fall in line with this new instrument; or again, new

regional conventions will have to be agreed upon, with a view

to adjusting the new principles of international law to

the particular conditions prevailing in a certain region.
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lhe need for detailed regulations is dependent upon the

fact whether a certain issue is formally dealt with for

the first time or long-standing legal instruments may

be referred to.

The reason why I do expressly mention these connexions

is that, by today» developments in the law of the sea

are only conceivable in these interdependent relations;

in future« the new Convention will even have to play

the main rôle in all those developments. Shis is why

the paramount importance of the Convention in regard

to all related legal matters had been dubbed by Conference

delegates an "umbrella" function, or why the new Convention

had, somewhat more seriously, been called the "Constitution

of the Sea".

Let me give you a brief look at the present state of the

Conference on the Law of the Sea whose 6th Session, held

in New York, ended on 15 July 1977. The President of the

Conference, together with the chairmen of the three

Committees, released, upon conclusion of the Session, an

"Informal Composite Negotiating Text" (hereinafter abbreviatedly

referred to as "ICNT"). ̂ Thls text represents the third stage
6)of an informal negotiating paper ' that still has not yet

advanced to an official draft. Taking into consideration the

course of the Conference up to now, and comparing the three

text versions that have come up so far, it may, in some

cases, by now be forseen with some probability to what extent

the ICNT will be incorporated into such a final draft. For

some other matters, however, forecasts are barely feasible. -

In any case, the ICNT is the most recent out-come of the

Conference, and this is why I shall base my expositions upon

this foundation.

Merchant Ships with Nuclear—powered Proiyni si.on

Since the time nuclear-powered mercbaat ships were first

introduced, the public law discussions have focussed on four
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major issues, viz.:

- the safety of such ships;

- the legal régime of their navigation on the High Seas,

and in territorial seas;

- their admission to internal waters and ports; and

- any danger to the environment they might create«

However intensely those matters are interconnected, and thus

may not always be regarded or treated as separate items, I

shall put them before you in the above consecution.

Safety of Nuclear Ships

Article 94, ICNT, lays down the general obligation of states

to take such measures for ships flying their flags as are

necessary to ensure safety. Expressly mentioned are such

items as construction, equipment, manning, and seaworthiness

of ships, as well as some of the means appropriate to ensure

that all these aims be actually reached: surveys at

appropriate intervals; or masters and officers fully conversant

with, and required to observe, the applicable international

safety regulations. In providing such apprpriate means,

states are required to conform to generally accepted pertinent

standards, procedures and practices. - This article thus

reaffirms a general principle of international law by

repeating, in its essential parts, what had been said in

article 10 of the 1958 Convention on the High Seas. It is

not mere incidence that reference is made to generally

accepted international rules and standards as these have

existed, for conventional ships, for as much as five decades,

and since the International Convention for the Safety of

Life at Sea, 1960 (hereinafter abbreviatedly referred to as

"SOLAS, 1960") went into force, special regulations for

nuclear-powered merchant ships have been part of those

interistional standards: they constitute Chapter Till of

SOLAS, 1960. They stipulate, in the first place, that

all regulations applying to conventionally-powered ships

do as well apply to those with nuclear-powered propulsion.

Additionally, they stipulate that special certificates
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approving the safety of the reactor and of its operation must
have been issued by the flag state. Badiation hazards, too,
must be excluded as far as this is feasible. Then, particulars
of the Safety Assessment and of the Nuclear Ship Safety
Certificates (for both passenger and cargo ships) are specified
in Chapter VIII of SOLAS, 1960. Tet, the Convention itself
had to be confined to rather general provisions whereas its
Annex C, the "Recommendations Applicable to Nuclear Ships",
go further and deal with some important technical details.

7")
Ine International Conference on Safety of Life at Sea, 197*,
noted that experience gained since i960 were sufficient to
allow entering into detailed discussions on technical standards
for ships with nuclear propulsion units; these discussions
should result in a thorough revision of the relevant provisions
of SOLAS, 1960. The IMCO Sub-Committee on Design and Equipment
has, meanwhile, established a Working Group on the Safety of
Nuclear Ships who recommended to draft a "Code of Safety for
Nuclear Merchant Ships". This Code shall, as far as planning
goes at the moment, contain detailed specifications on ship
arrangements, nuclear plants, main and auxiliary machinery
installations, electrical systems, radiation safety, radioactive
waste, ships' operations, and periodical surveys. The Working
Group strives to finalize the Code by 1979 so that it may be
submitted to the 11th IMCO Assembly for adoption in the form
of a Sesolution.
Such an adoption, however, does not yet mean that the Code
regulations are automatically integrated into SOLAS, and so
they will not have the binding effect of an international
convention. This method of operating with recommendations
rather than with a fully-established convention is widely
preferred, though, as -experience in their practical application
gained- any amendments or supplements to such recommendations,
which are deemed appropriate, may far easier, and less hampered
by formalities, be incorporated than in the case of a convention.
Besides, the Assembly will express, in the Sesolution its wish
that IMCO Member Governments transform its contents as soon
as possible into national legislation. As the Code will be
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subject to adoption by a majority of the Assembly, and will

therefore be supported by IMCO's authority, it is bound to

exercise a strong influence on governments to act accordingly.

Other codes adopted by HÍCO to date, such as the Code on

Dangerous Goods, or the codes applicable to gas and chemicals

tankers, have demonstrated, moreover, that international

shipping will soon accept such codes as "standards" though

they are not "regulations", strictly speaking. Like the few

examples just mentioned, many more examples from twenty years

of mCO work have proved that 3MC0 Codes are world-wide

recognized as "generally accepted international practice".

This will ensure that, in accordance with article 9* of the

future Convention, flag states will be bound to bring their

national measures in line with the Code as soon as it has been

practised internationally. For states having ratified the

1958 Convention on the High Seas the Code will take this

effect most probably soon after its adoption by the HÎCO

Assembly.

Passage through Territorial Seas and Straits
8)lhe international safety requirements mentioned above

are applicable to ships on international voyages. During the

Conference, a number of States repeatedly moved the question

whether coastal states were allowed to put up more stringent

national safety requirements for merchant ships under foreign

flags, especially for tankers and nuclear ships, passing

through their territorial seas. A series of tanker casualties

that had occured in the recent past have led to the demand

that the right of each state to protect its national interests

must include the right to put up regulations for ships under

foreign flags as to their manning, construction, and equipment.

Such views, however, have -as yet- not found a majority to

support them.

International law has, as a long-standing tradition, always

recognised a right of "innocent passage" through territorial

seas by merchant ships; this right has been codified in the

1958 Convention on the Territorial Sea and the Contiguous

Zone °''. So far, the Conference has adhered to this principle:

article 17, ICNT, reaffirms it while not making an express
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exception in regard to nuclear-powered ships. Article 23» IGNT,

provides that such ships, as well as ships carrying nuclear or

other inherently dangerous or noxious substances, shall have

on board the documents, and shall observe the precautionary

measures, established by international agreements. As stated

further above, these rules do apply to ships on international

voyages, too. Whereas, however, on the High Seas it is only

the flag state's responsibility to care for appropriate

measures, in territorial seas it is the very ship itself that

is bound. - Farther demands, e.g., for compulsory reporting

prior to entering territorial seas, or even a formal admission

procedure, have not been supported by a majority. This state of

affairs must, as a whole, be considered a major step ahead

as compared with the legal situation prevailing to date,

according to which there has been no general consent to the
•10}right of innocent passage for nuclear ships . The reference,

in article 23, to "international agreements" (i.e., inter alia,

to the International Convention on Safety of Life at Sea in

force) ensures uniform application, and adjustment to new

developments, throughout the world.

The régime of passage through straits has equally been put

forward by states, and groups of states, interested in the

matter. Article 38, ICNT, establishes the right of "transit

passage" through straits. There are no special regulations

for nuclear ships provided in the new text. Article 42, para-

graph 1, sub-paragraph (b), empowering states bordering a strait

used for international navigation to put up laws and

regulations or to exercising control (article 234) in respect

of the prevention of marine pollution by oil or other noxious

substances, does, of course, include radioactive waste from

nuclear ships, but then, uniform action by coastal states is

ensured in this field, too, as the power to put up national

regulations or to exercising control is subject to the

implementation of internationally agreed standards. As to

detailed problems in this respect I will come back later on.
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Passage through Archipelagic Waters

This issue, which is dealt with in articles 52 and 53» ICNT,

is expressly mentioned here because some archipelagic states

have undertaken, during the last Session of the Conference,

particular endeavours as to create special rights in the

matter of passage through archipelagic waters; those rights

would, of course, have affected ships with nuclear propulsion.

Claims of that kind have not found a majority, though: instead,

the right of "innocent passage" or of "transit passage"

respectively will, slightly modified, remain in these waters.

Passage through Internal'Waters

Internal waters (this includes ports) were not a subject on

the Conference agenda. As there is, in international law, no

binding principle of free access by ships to internal waters,

and because coastal states claim the right of exercising the

power to grant access by nuclear ships to their ports at their

own discretion, this international practice will continue to

prevail.

Tet, it should be noted that the matter develops in a way

that leaves hopes for an easier stance by SOLAS Member

Governments towards the issue: they will hardly remain in a

position to refuse, with valid cause, to nuclear-powered

ships the access to their ports once the aforementioned

mCO Code of Safetyfcr Nuclear Merchant Ships will have been

incorporated into SOLAS. The Code is drawn up to include,

beside regulations on the ships themselves, a section on

"Port Entry" which will take account of OECD/NEA findings as

well as of IAEA/IMCO Paper 27. Oîhere is good ground to assume

that the principle of Chapter I, Regulation 19, of SOLAS, 1960,

will be applied accordingly, so that a vessel from a

contracting state, when holding a valid certificate of the

prescribed form, shall be regarded as being safe, for the

purpose of SOLAS, unless there are clear grounds for believing

otherwise.

Pollution of the Sea from Ships

The Conference devoted much attention to this item and drafted

11)
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detailed rules on the discharge of harmful substances incidental

to the normal operation of ships. Although "pollution from

vessels" (dealt with in article 212, ICNT) is not defined in

the text, it may be concluded from the definition of "dumping"

(included in article 1, ICNT) that "pollution from vessels"

means any release of wastes of whatever kind which is incidental

to, or derived from, the normal operations of vessels, or their

carriage of cargo. These rules are chiefly aimed at the

pollution hazards caused by oil and chemicals tankers, and

although they do not expressly mention nuclear ships, they are

meant to include the hazards of radiation and of ships

generated radioactive waste. The most important regulations

include articles 212, 218, 219, 22Q 221, 222, 228, 23*, and 238:

these articles deal with rights and duties of states in respect

of establishing lawa and other regulations in accordance with

the provisions of the Convention; conditions upon which flag

states, coastal states, or port states, may or shall enforce

such laws and regulations against foreign vessels; safeguards

for shipping against any unjustified or unreasonable exercise

of powers of enforcement by states; and the like.

She issue of coastal states1 power in the sea areas adjacent

to their shores has always been most controversial; these

heavy disputes between states with large coastlines and dates

with large fleets had been most accentuated in the negotiations

over marine pollution, often opposing states that were otherwise

firmly united on a great many issues. In the end, however,

there prevailed the consideration that any national measures

should only be admissible insofar as they were implementing

international agreements, or were, at least, taken in

accordance with international standards and practices. The

powers transferred to states do vary, according to the kind

of relation that exists between a given state and a given ship:

whether the state in question is the flag state, a coastal

state, or a mere port state; whether it is concerned with

legislation, enforcement, or with the institution of investigations

and procedures. The powers of a coastal state are differentiated

according to whether a violation has occured in its territorial

sea or in its exclusive economic zone, and according to the

kind of violation.
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It would go beyond the purpose of this paper if I set do

diving yet deeper into the details of those regulations

that seem, at first sight, to be rather complicated. A close

study of them, however, reveals a system corresponding to

the natural relation of "give and take" between the interests

of shipping (wishing navigation to be as unhampered as

feasible) and those of coastal states (wishing as much

regulation and control as practicable). It may well be said

that this differentiated system leads to appropriate and, all

in all, well-balanced solutions for the various possible cases.

An important question that needs a satisfying answer is

how national legislative and executive competences may be tied

to international standards, because it is only through such

ties that a situation of durable stability, without which

there can be no thrieving trade or shipping, may be achieved

at all. In this context, the obligation imposed on the inter-

national community is worth being noted: to establish, through

competent international organizations or diplomatic conferences,

global or regional rules and standards for the prevention,

reduction and control of marine pollution. Such standards are,

at the same time, intended to be the minimum required for

laws and regulations to be established, or adjusted, by flag

states. When a coastal state wishes to establish laws and

regulations on the discharge of wastes in its exclusive

economic zone, these must be in accordance with generally

accepted international standards. A coastal state may only

proceed against foreign ships in cases of violations, by those

ships, of applicable international rules and standards, or of

national laws and regulations conforming and giving effect

to such international rules and standards.

These have been existing -though, it is true, limited to

marine pollution by oil- since as far back as the conclusion

of the International Convention for the Prevention of Pollution

of the Sea by Oil, 195*» Since 1973» the more comprehensive

International Convention for the Prevention of Pollution from

Ships (superseding the 195* Convention) has included additional
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other pollution hazards incidental to ships' operations;

but hazards created through nuclear wastes derived from

the operation of nuclear-powered propulsion units, and

possible radiation hazards -i.e., hazards typically

incidental to the operation of nuclear ships- are not

covered by the 1973 Convention. But this matter, however,

has been viewed from the angle of safety, thus the "Code

of Safety for Nuclear Ships" mentioned further above will

furnish the international standards that will serve as the
12)

model for national legislative and other measures.

Annex III of the 1973 International Convention for the

Prevention of Pollution from Ships, on the ether hand,

contains provisions on the prevention of environmental

hazards incidental to the carriage, in the form of cargo,

of nuclear substances. These are not expressly named, but

there can be no doubt that they are meant tc be included

into the so-called "harmful substances" that are subject

to the Annex III regulations on, inter alia, packaging;

marking and labelling; documentation; stowage; and quantity

limitations. Of course, these are but skeleton regulations

that need to be supplemented with more details and

specifications. In this work, HÎCO may avail itself of the

voluminous material gathered in its International Maritime

Dangerous Goods Code (IHDG), where Class 7 is the one dealing

with radioactive substances. To be sure, a "dangerous good",

for the purpose of SOLAS and IHDG, does not coincide with a

"harmful substance", for the purpose of the 1973 Convention:

the former notion relates to the safety of navigation whereas

the latter one refers to environmental hazards. However, all

"harmful substances" should be included in the list of

"dangerous goods", and their effects should therefore have

been studied carefully enough.

8o I may conclude my view upon this particular issue, too,

stating that the desire, expressed during the Conference,

to minimize environmental hazards incidental to the operation

of nuclear-powered merchant ships, or to the carriage of

nuclear cargo, has been recognized by IMCOqiite some time

ago and that satisfying solutions are not too far ahead.
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Dumping

In Chapter ZII of the ICNT, on "Protection and Preservation

of the Marine Environment", articles 211 and 217 deal with

the question of dumping. It could clearly be seen, during

the 6th Session, that this issue is almost completely un-

controversial between participants in the Conference, so

that, in this field, the "composite" text might even be

called a "consolidated" one.

"Dumping" me«ns, by definition in article 1, paragraph 5 ICNT:

"any deliberate disposal including incinaration of wastes

or other matter from vessels at sea". This definition is

identical to that of the London Dumping Convention, 1972,

and deliminates, at the same time, the meaning of "pollution

from vessels".

It is obvious that article 211 will give to states more

comprehensive powers and competences to deal with cases of

(deliberate) dumping than of (unintentional) pollution, as

the freedom of navigation could only be affected by too

stringent regulations in the latter instance. The powers

and competences transferred to a coastal state in respect

of dealing with cases of dumping include full powers of

enforcement for its territorial sea, its exclusive economic

zone, and its continental shelf beyond the exclusive economic

zone. It should be noted, though, that article 211 contains,

again, a provision to the extent that states shall establish

international standards that shall, at the same time,

constitute the minimum required for national laws, regulations

and measures to be established, or adjusted.

The main rôle in the implementation of this article will

be attributed to the "Ç72 London Convention on the Prevention

of Marine Pollution by Dumping of Wastes and other Matter.

to which correspond, in their essential parts, the regional

convention concluded in Oslo in the same year (for the North-

Vest Atlantic), and the one concluded in Helsinki in 197*

(for the Baltic Sea), as far as the latter is concerned with

dumping. The London Convention has entered into force some

time ago, and IMCO has been commissioned, upon a decision

•• í
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by the contracting states, with the function of the

Secretariat for the convention« The parties to the convention

have met for consultations as agreed in the convention; the

last such meeting took place just one week ago.

Any further- deliberations on the conditions upon which

radioactive wastes or other matter are allowed to be dumped

under the provisions of the London Convention would be

superfluous here as they have been explained in the paper

by Mr. M.P. Strohl, "Establishment of a Multilateral

Consultation and Surveillance Mechanism for Sea Bumping

of Radioactive Waste". May I conclude the main part of my

paper in saying that the common working- in the field of

sea dumping of radioactive substances, between IMCO, IAEA,

and OECD/NEA is an excellent example of constructive co-

operation by international organizations which, at the same

time, points at some of the new developments of international

law of the sea in this sphere.

Summary and Outlook

The developments of the international law of the sea in the

nuclear field have been dominated, over the last few years,

by the Third United Hâtions Conference on the Law of the

Sea and by the activities of IMCO in co-operation with OEUD/

USA and IAEA. As far as may be judged from a study of the

ICNT, released after the 6th Session of the Conference, the

provisions contained in this text do not mean a deterioration

with respect to the legal régime hitherto applicable to

nuclear shipping. On some issues, a greater transparency has

been achieved, e.g., in the issue of innocent passage through

territorial seas. In the large subject matter of environmental

protection, some equilibrium seems to have been attained, as

national competences shall be tied, to a large extent, to

international conventions.



Nuclear propulsion is the utmost of modern snip technology;

as you are well aware of, many experts consider the

breakthrough to an economically worthwile employment of

nuclear energy in ships to be happening within the next

two decades. What has been true for international shipping

in general, is even crucial, from the initial stages of its

evolution, for nuclear shipping: the law that governs it

must be made inter-national. Coastal states will, as a result

of the Convention's implementation, see a massive gain of

powers and competences in their enlarged territorial seas

and exclusive economic zones (the two areas combined adding

up to a share of 20 per cent, of the sea that have been free

and untouched by regulations up to now). International

shipping, and with it all maritime trade, would heavily be

impaired if they became the victims of some paramount

interests of, or just wrong concepts of claims to sovereignty

by, coastal states*

The Conference has not yet reached its terminus. The

general opinion is that two more Sessions will be the minimum

needed for reaching compromise solutions for controversial

matters, above all, for the regime of deep sea mining.

Further, it cannot be precluded that new demands, based on

antagonistic conceptions, will be brought forward. To name

an example: a success, in the Conference, for those states

that have called for legislative competences, by coastal

states, for the construction, equipment and manning of ships

wanting to sail in their territorial seas, or even in their

exclusive economic zones, would signify that nuclear shipping

were "nipped in the bud". Should any such views be come up

again, they must be strongly opposed.

Securing a consistent further evolution of conventions on

specific matters within the large field of the international

law of the sea is of equal importance, and will become an

even increased necessity. It is, above all, HîCO that is

called upon for action on such conventions which either have

been initiated, are currently being elaborated, or have already

advanced to a complete set of regulations. In that guiding and

caretaking work, IHCO will be well-advised to avail itself

of the good services of both IAEA and OECD/KEA.
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